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Abstract

CANDU safety philosophy, both in design and in licen-
sing, has always had a strong bias towards quantita-
tive probabilistically-based goals derived from compar-
ative safety. Formal probabilistic safety assessment
began in Canada as a design tool. The influence of
this carried over later on into the definition of the deter-
ministic safety guidelines used in CANDU licensing.
Design goals were further developed which extended
the consequence/frequency spectrum of 'acceptable'
events, from the two points defined by the determinis-
tic single/dual failure analysis, to a line passing
through lower and higher frequencies. Since these
were design tools, a complete risk summation was not
necessary, allowing a cutoff at low event frequencies
while preserving the identification of the most signifi-
cant safety-related events.

These goals gave a logical framework for making deci-
sions on implementing design changes proposed as
a result of the Probabilistic Safety Analysis. Perform-
ing this analysis became a regulatory requirement,
and the design goals remained the framework under
which this was submitted.

Recently, there have been initiatives to incorporate
more detailed probabilistic safety goals into the
regulatory process in Canada. These range from far-
reaching safety optimization across society, to in-
itiatives aimed at the nuclear industry only. The
effectiveness of the latter is minor at very low and very
high event frequencies; at medium frequencies, a jus-
tification against expenditures per life saved in other
industries should be part of the goal setting.

Résumé

La philosophie de sûreté CANDU a toujours été axée,
en conception comme en matière de permis, sur des
objectifs quantitatifs basés sur la probabilité et dérivés
d'une sûreté comparative. L'évaluation probabiliste
formelle de la sûreté a vu son début au Canada com-
me un outil de conception. Son influence s'est éten-
due plus tard dans la définition des directives détermi-
nistes de sûreté utilisées pour les permis CANDU. Les
objectifs de conception ont été développés plus loin,
ce qui a agrandi la gamme conséquence/fréquence
des événements «acceptables» des deux points
définis par l'analyse déterministe d'une défaillance
simple/double à une ligne passant à travers les
fréquences faibles et élevées. Étant donné qu'il
s'agissait d'outils de conception, une récapitulation
complète des risques n'était pas requise, ce qui
permet de faire une coupure à des faibles fréquences
d'événements tout en conservant l'identification des
événements les plus importants en matière de sûreté.

Ces objectifs ont fourni une structure logique pour la
prise de décisions lors de l'application de change-
ments de conception proposés comme résultats de
l'analyse probabiliste de la sûreté. L'exécution de
cette analyse est devenue une condition requise par
la réglementation et les objectifs de conception sont
restés la structure dans laquelle elle a été soumise.

Récemment, il y a eu plusieurs essais d'incorporer
des objectifs probabilistes de sûreté plus détaillés
dans le processus de réglementation au Canada. Ces
essais vont d'une optimisation de la sûreté très éten-
due pour toute la société jusqu'à des essais destinés
à l'industrie nucléaire seulement. L'efficacité de ces
derniers a peu d'importance à des fréquences
d'événements très faibles et très élevées; à des fré-
quences moyennes, une justification des dépenses
par vie sauvée dans d'autres industries devrait faire
partie de la détermination des objectifs.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

It is paradoxical that in many ways, the very early
safety approaches adopted by CANDU designers were more
closely tied to social safety goals than those we use today.
A large contributor to the formulation of safety goals in
terms of probabilistic principles was the experience with
research reactors at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL)
in the 1950's. The accident to the NRX pressure tube
reactor, in 1952 [Ref. A,B] was extremely damaging to the
core because it came from a failure of both a normal process
system AND a partial failure of the shutdown (protective)
system installed to mitigate the process failure. This
spurred an early interest in both the frequency of accidents,
and the nature of protective systems, particularly their
separation from the process systems which normally control
the station.

These ideas [for a review, see Ref. El were enunciated
in a paper in 1959 tRef. C] by Ernest Siddall, then with the
Reactor Research and Development Division at CRNL. He took
as a safety goal that the risk from nuclear power should be
five times lower than the >:isk from coal power, which was
then the alternative in Ontario for future electricity
generation. He compared the two power sources on the basis
of prompt fatalities, including the front-end fuel cycle for
both. From this he derived a target for a remotely-sited
nuclear power station of 0.2 deaths/year on average. This
risk was felt at that time to come mainly from the
catastrophic accident, as described in the WASH-740 report.
Assuming these results applied equally to a Canadian reactor,
he produced a set of maximum event frequencies and safety
system unavailabilities to be used as design targets, as
follows :

LOSS OF COOLANT

LOSS OF POWER CONTROL

SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
UNAVAILABILITY

One in 50 years

One in 16 to one in 160
years, depending on
severity

One in 500 tries

The approach of multiplying event frequencies by safety
system unavailabilities to obtain the frequencies of severe
accidents is only possible if the systems are sufficiently
independent, or in modern terminology, if there are no major
cross-links between the initiating event and the mitigating
system. This philosophy of separation (logically and
physically) between process and safety systems has been one
of the hallmarks of CANDU design from then until today.
Until about ten years ago, it was achieved by prudent design
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practice, and was hard to verify in a systematic manner.
Fault-tree/event-sequence analysis is now, of course, used to
verify that this required reliability is achieved.

A similar approach was followed in a paper in 1961 by
G. C. Laurence [Ref. D], who was then director of the Reactor
Research and Development Division at CRNL, and who later
became President of the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB),
the regulatory agency of Canada. He took as a safety goal
10~(-2) deaths per year from nuclear power plant accidents, a
factor of 10 lower than Siddall's, with the justification
that this was far better than in other industries. With
remotely-sited plants, which were then the only locations
being considered, a disastrous accident would cause fewer
than 1000 early deaths, so the frequency of such disasters
must be held to less than one per 100,000 years. Such a
disaster could occur if we had a simultaneous failure of ALL
of: a normal process system (such as the reactor power
control system), a protective system (emergency core cooling
or shutdown) and containment. From this he derived the
following design targets:

Process failures One in 10 years

Protective System One in 100 demands
Unavailability

Containment System One in 100 demands
Unavailability

These numbers were chosen large enough to be demonstrable
individually by experience or testing in a few years of
reactor operation.

These ideas were applied in the design of Canada's first
demonstration power reactor - the Nuclear Power Demonstration
(NPD) Reactor. Its 1961 Hazards Report used higher
unavailability for shutdown, and did not credit containment.
It also assessed the dose to the public from less severe
accidents than disasters, using as a figure-of-mer it a "once-
in-a-lifetime" emergency dose. For Iodine-131, for example,
this was 25 rad.

The Safety Report for the 200 MW Douglas Point nuclear
reactor, in 1962, was perhaps the fullest flowering of the
overall risk-based approach. The safety goal, proposed by
the designers, was that the risk of death to any member of
the public be less than 10*(-6) per year, a factor of 10 less
than that for NPD. The target risk for injury was taken to
be 10 times larger, in the same ratio as experienced in
other industries. The breakdown by frequency was similar to
that for NPD, with some allowance for the lower frequency of
large pipe breaks. Included in this risk evaluation was a
quantification of the effects of a major accident on the
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operating staff. The Safety Report consisted of a
systematic listing of all identifiable events, an evaluation
of their frequency, and a calculation of their
consequences in terms of dose. Again, separation was assumed
to be achieved by careful design practice. Note in addition
the increasing requirement for nuclear not just to be safer
than coal, but to be orders of magnitude safer. This was
partly due to the fact that it was a new technology and the
"increased safety" seemed achievable, and partly to cover
uncertainties. However this did result in an erosion of the
rationale for optimizing safety across industries.

2. THE SINGLE/DUAL FAILURE APPROACH

In 1967, F. C. Boyd of the AECB laid the groundrules for
the deterministic licensing guidelines, under which all large
operating CANDU plants have been licensed. They showed
evidence of their risk-based origins, but collapsed the
spectrum of possible accidents into two broad categories:
single failures, or the failure of any one process system in
the plant; and dual failures, a much less likely event
defined as a single failure coupled with the unavailability
of either the shutdown system, containment, or the emergency
core cooling system. (This single failure, by the way, is an
assumed system failure, and is not related to the same term
used elsewhere to describe a random component failure
additional to the intiating event). For each class, a
frequency and consequence target was chosen that designers
had to demonstrate were met. In addition, to deal with the
siting of a reactor (Pickering A) next to a major population
centre (Toronto), population dose limits were defined for
each class of accident. For whole body doses, these were:

INDIVIDUAL POPULATION

Single Failure 0.5 rem 10"4 man-rem

Dual Failure 25 rem 10^6 man-rem

with additional limits for thyroid dose. These were chosen
as follows, based on the knowledge at the time:

1. The 25 rem individual dose was the threshold of
observable cell damage at the microscopic level.

2. The 10~4 man-rem would cause a negligible (<<1%)
increase in the number of cancer deaths relative to
those from other causes.

3. The 10~6 man-rem would cause a number of leukaemia
cases comparable to the normal incidence for one
year.
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The single failure individual dose was consistent with
international annual limits for normal operation.

The current guidelines were finalized in 1972 by D. G.
Hurst and F. C. Boyd of the AECB [Ref. F, and subsequent
applications]. They were similar to Boyd's 1967 guideleines,
with two key clarifications:

1. The status of the containment system was changed.
Failures of containment subsystems (such as
failure to isolate ventilation dampers) would now be
included as part of the full accident matrix, as
opposed to containment being treated monolithically
as available or unavailable.

2. If the designer provided two capable independent
shutdown systems, he would not be required to
postulate a total loss of shutdown capability.

The guidelines were as follows:

TABLE 1 - DOSE/FREQUENCY GUIDELINES

ACCIDENT MAXIMUM FREQUENCY INDIVIDUAL
DOSE LIMIT

POPULATION
DOSE LIMIT

Single
Failure

Dual
Failure

1 per 3 years

1 per 3000 years

0.5 rem wb
3 rem thy.

10~4 man-rem
10"4 thy-rem

25 rem wb 10"6 man-rem
250 rem thy. 10~6 thy-rem

The dual failure frequency was too small to be observed
directly. The inference that the dual failure was less than
the rates above came from the observed single failure
frequency after a few years of operation, and the safety
system availability demonstrated through continual on power
testing of the safety systems.

The concept of overall safety goals was narrowed, and
approached through subtargets of demonstrating the frequency
of more common accidents, and establishing the reliability of
mitigating systems. Note the risk ave.rsion implied above,
with the frequency*consequence of dual failures being about
an order of magnitude less than that for single failures.
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3. PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

As a safety design tool, the single/dual failure
approach gave a basis for design of the four special safety
systems, but had several deficiencies:

1. It did not provide a way of treating multiple process
failures, even if these could be more probable than
single or dual failures. This is particularly true
of failures of safety support systems, such as
electric power, instrument air, etc. As well, there
was no way of puttir.g into perspective any events
which were beyond the original design basis of the
plant, but for which the regulatory body wanted to
know the consequences.

2. In terms of assessing design changes, it did not
factor in realistic frequencies, so that a small
power excursion, a large loss-of-coolant, and
multiple low-frequency failures were all treated on
an equivalent footing.

3. By the same token, because events were analyzed with
conservative assumptions on plant performance,
safety analysis could give a misleading picture to
the operator of the expected plant response to an
accident.

4. Safety system failures, while explicitly identified
and analyzed, were treated simplistically,
particularly for safety systems, such as containment
and emergency core cooling, with redundant components
and subsystems which were highly reliable.

5. There was no framework for looking at long term
equipment reliability, once the initial phase of the
accident was over.

For these reasons, AECL began a probabilistically-based
design review of the Bruce-A plant, later extended to
Bruce-B, Pickering-B and the 600 MW CANDU plants [Ref. G].
This consisted of construction of fault trees and event
sequences for classes of failures. The event sequences were
terminated when either stable plant conditions were achieved
or the event sequence frequency reached about 10~(-7)
events/year. This cutoff frequency, besides being
appropriate for a design review, was believed to be
consistent with the single/dual failure guidelines, which do
NOT require specific design provisions for events involving
failure of more than one independent safety system; i.e., at
frequencies of the order of 10"(-7) events/year.

Some design criteria had to be used to decide if a
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design change was warranted. To arrive at this, the single
and dual failure points were plotted on a
frequency/dose graph and a line was drawn between them, and
extrapolated to lower and higher frequencies (Fig. 1). This
is by no means a safety goal - simply a way of screening
proposed design changes. There was no summation of risk:
each event was plotted on this graph and evaluated on its own
merits. Initiating events were grouped into fifteen classes,
called Safety Design Matrices (SDM's), with initiating
frequencies determined for the class. This also avoided
artificially reducing an event frequency by continuous
subdivision of the event. Event sequences were analyzed into
the long term, of particular benefit in determining what
operator actions are required, and how likely the operator
was to perform those actions. The exercise more than
fulfilled its purpose, identifying the following design
changes, and providing a sound basis for writing abnormal
operating procedures.

TABLE 2 - STATION DESIGN CHANGE REQUESTS FROM SDM STUDIES

STATION NUMBER OF CHANGES

Gentilly-2 92

Point Lepreau 66

Wolsung 37

Pickering B 22

Bruce B 17

Note how design changes identified in the earlier
stations were quickly implemented in the ongoing design of
the later ones, as reflected in the smaller number of change
requests for the latter.

It is in my opinion arguable if the screening line
chosen ever made any difference - a sobering thought when we
move from establishing realistic safety goals to their
implementation. (Of course, if the goals are chosen unduly
pessimistically, the shape of the goal will eventually make a
difference.) First, for high frequencies (around 10~(-3)
per year), a prudent utility will not tolerate the economic
loss that a significant release (fuel damage) implies. The
only item a screening line might independently catch at high
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frequencies would be heavy water spills, where the dose from
any released tritium could be more limiting than the
economics. Second, the probabilistic study confirmed that
the safety systems and the process systems were independent
enough, in fact, so that for example the large loss of
coolant accident required no further design provision down to
frequencies of about 10"(-7)/yr. That is, the nature of the
CANDU with its pressure tubes and independent cool moderator,
together with the requirement to analyse the dual failure
"loss of coolant plus loss of emergency core cooling' meant
that core melt accidents were NOT identified down to such
frequencies for the usual accidents. In short, consequences
(dose) were limited by the dual failure dose guideline down
to 10~(-7)/yr or so. Indeed, most accidents were limited by
the single failure guideline dose.

In other words, the design changes identified in the
study, and implemented, generally arose because of overlooked
crosslinks or from multiple process system failures, most of
which would have been corrected, once found, independent of
the existence of a screening line. Some of these lead to
indeterminate end-points, i.e., no identified heat sink at
frequencies greater than 10~(-7) per year. In principle,
these could either be handled by performing a degraded core
analysis, and showing the doses were met, or by design
changes to ensure an identified heat sink such as the
moderator or the steam generators. In practice, the effort
involved in performing a core melt analysis for a CANDU was
not considered cost-effective, so the design changes, most of
which were fairly simple, were implemented instead. For
frequencies only slightly higher than 10"(-7)/yr, the
scenarios were debated internally as to the cost/benefit of
making any change, particularly in view of the conservatisms
which still existed to some degree in the analysis.

The message is that for an existing design, realistic
safety goals will only affect the high-frequency end of the
accident spectrum, and may be well within the capability of
intrinsic features of the reactor design. For a new design,
if deterministic analysis rules are abandoned, the design
could be considerably rationalized by the application of
safety goals to the mid-frequency part of the spectrum (Fig.
2) .

4. INTERORGANIZATIONAL WORKING GROUP

Because of arguments as to the interpretation of the
single/dual failure approach, the AECB formed, in 1977, an
Interorganizational Working Group (IOWG), headed by Dr. W.
Paskievici of Ecole Polytechnique. It consisted of
representatives of the designers, regulatory, utilities, and
universities, and had as its mandate to identify, document,
and clarify Canadian safety principles. The group retained
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the defence-in-depth approach by requiring specific,
independent special safety systems. It expanded the
probabilistic basis of the previous guidelines by defining a
set of six levels of dose, with defined frequency bands, and
with risk aversion built in at the iower frequencies. The
proposal required summation of the frequencies of events
contributing to a given dose interval, and could therefore be
used for risk estimates. Events with frequencies less than
10"(-7) per year were, explicitly, not to be considered for
design mitigation [Ref. H], although th>. frequencies ~i
events causing doses >100 rem were to be summed, and shown to
be <10~(-6)/yr.

TABLE 3 - IOWG PROPOSED DOSE/FREQUENCY GUIDELINES

REFERENCE DOSE INTERVAL, REM SUM OF FREQUENCIES
OF ALL EVENTS IN
DOSE INTERVAL MUST
BE LESS THAN (/YR)

WHOLE BODY THYROID

0 - . 0 5 .5 10 " ( - 1 )

.05 - .5 . 5 - 5 10~(-2)

. 5 - 5 i> - 5 0 10"(-3)

5 - 1 0 50 - 100 10~{-4)

10 - 30 100 - 300 10"(-5)

30 - 100 300 - 1000 10"(-6)

These guidelines allowed a factor of ten increase in
predicted doses if encountered at a late stage in the design.
This was attacked by antinuclear critics as both an increase
in what the AECB had previously "allowed" for the maximum
dose, even though it referred to a different event, and as an
acknowledgement of the possibility of prompt deaths.

For this reason, and some caution about the new
probabilistic techniques, the AECB did not adopt it and
instead proposed a Consultative Document C-6.
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5. CONSULTATIVE DOCUMENT C-G

The AECB issued C-6 in June 1980 [Ref. 1J. This
retained the concept of several classes of events, five in
this case, but with important differences:

1. Although the classes represented decreasing event
frequency, assignment of events to the classes was done a
priori by AECB staff, based on their belief as to the
likelihood of the event. This was done with a conservative
bias, so that an analysis done in the framework of C-6 could
give a distorted picture of safety. Also by assigning
events to a class, the document removed from the designer
some of his incentive either to show that an event was indeed
less frequent, or to make changes to decrease the frequency.
Indeed, the list of events is highly design-specific, and
might not be sensibly applied to future plants - a
significant limitation as new generations of CANDU are being
developed.

2. Because of the sensitivity to appearing to increase
the maximum "permissible" dose, the AECB set the maximum dose
for thü most infrequent class at 25 rem whole body: in other
words, events LESS frequent than the traditional dual failure
were not recognized in terms of increased allowable doses.

3. Since each event was required to meet a given dose,
there was no need to sum to get a risk estimate.

The limits were as follows:

TABLE 4 - DOSE/FREQUENCY LIMITS FROM AECB DOCUMENT C-6

REFERENCE DOSE LIMIT, REM

EVENT CLASS WHOLE BODY THYROID

1 .05 .5

2 . 5 5.

3 3. 30.

4 10. 100.

5 25. 250.
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In short, C-6 can best be viewed as a deterministic
approach, despite its growth from two to five classes. It
is not helpful in terms of safety goals, due to its
distortion of event frequencies and unrealistic capping on
maximum dose. It does formalize the requirement for a
systematic plant review, as pioneered by the Safety Design
Matrices.

In application, it is being used on a trial basis in the
licensing of Darlington-A Nuclear Generating Station.
Ontario Hydro is also doing a full probabilistic risk
assessment for this plant [Ref. J, K ] , but has separated this
study, beyond the requirement for a systematic plant review,
from the C-6 context. The predictions of public health and
economic risks will be compared to utility-generated targets,
but the study is primarily a design review vehicle.

For a proposed second nuclear generating station at
Point Lepreau, negotiations have been underway with the AECB
to obtain detailed agreement on the licensing requirements
and their implementation before the plant is constructed
[Ref. LI. It seems likely that the deterministic approach
will be used to design the safety systems, and the intent of
C-6 for a systematic review of the plant will be achieved
through the use of risk-based criteria for evaluating the
results of the probabilistic safety assessment. The
probabilistic safety assessment itself will generate
realistic event frequencies, and will avoid distortion in the
results. As of this writing, no risk summation is planned.
Again, the emphasis is on a design review.

6. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR SAFETY DOCUMENT ACNS-4

The Advisory Commmittee on Nuclear Safety is a senior
group which advises the Atomic Energy Control Board on
nuclear safety. In 1983, it issued a report on a new set of
proposed safety requirements, which was a middle ground
between C-6 and the IOWG. It basically adopted the IOWG
methodology, but compromised by removing the allowance of a
factor of 10 on maximum dose in certain cases - i.e., no
predicted dose could exceed 100 rem equivalent. Like IOWG,
it required the risks to be summed in each category, and
allowed a cutoff frequency of 10"(-7) events/year. It
permitted the use of realistic frequencies and accident
consequence models. The authors pointed out that their
"proposed criteria from accident sequences result in a risk
to the most highly exposed individual in the general public
which is of the same order as that resulting from natural
background radiation". Indeed, because of the built-in risk
aversion, the high frequency limits dominated the risk.
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Their limits, expressed in terms of effective dose
equivalent, were as follows:

TABLE 5 - DOSE/FREQUENCY LIMITS FROM ACNS-4

CATEGORY DOSE INTERVAL, REM SUM OF FREQUENCY
OF OCCURRENCE/YR

1 0 - 10"(-0.5) 3.33 * 10(-l)

2 10"(--0.5) - 1 10~(-l)

3 1 10~(0.5) l(T(-2)

4 10~(0.5) - 10 10"(-3)

5 10 - 10"(1.5) 10'(-4)

6 10^(1.5) - 100 10"(-5)

ACNS-4 has not been used so far on any plant, nor has it
been adopted by the AECB in licensing.

7. DISCUSSION

All of these attempts to set meaningful safety goals
have been seriously challenged by E. Siddall [Ref. M, N].
By comparing the money spent on preventing an extra premature
death in various activities, he concludes that about three
orders of magnitude more money is spent on saving a life in
the nuclear industry than in activities such as medical
screening. In this sense, overly restrictive safety goals
for nuclear power kill people by diverting financial
resources from where they could save more lives per dollar to
where they save least. None of the documents discussed
above really addresses this point; there is no comparison to
society-wide safety goals, and the only numeric comparison
made is with normal risks of operation of a nuclear plant.

There is a more subtle effect of applying safety goals
to the low-frequency end of the spectrum, and that is the
uncertainty associated with frequency and consequence
predictions. This argument has been used in the past as a
justification of conservative assumptions in setting the
goals. Designers too have preferred to use conservative or
bounding assumptions in the calculation of accident
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consequences because it was cheaper, because of the
impracticality of designing to fit a continuous safety goal
spectrum and because there was no incentive to showing
margins to safety targets. The history of both hypothetical
and real accidents has, however, gone the other way, with the
massive disasters due to core melt/steam explosion as in
WASH-1400 now considered all but incredible, and most core
melts shown to have minor offsite public health consequences.
Iodine had much attention focussed on it in the past, yet
because of recent basic chemistry studies and the Three Mile
Island Accident, is no longer recognized as a such a
significant safety concern for water-cooled reactors.
Suppose in response to safety goals in the past, money had
been spent on design provisions to reduce iodine release.
With current knowledge, this would now be perceived to have
been wasted. Indeed, CANDU reactors licensed under
single/dual failure guidelines all appeared to be limited by
iodine release, a conclusion now being turned on its head.
One therefore has to be very careful, not only in specifying
safety goals which are themselves conservative as ACNS-4
does by virtue of low absolute risk values and severe risk
aversion, but also in the practical application of these
goals in determining plant licensing requirements. Such
applications should not have additional conservative
assumptions layered on, since this conservatism steals money
from better use outside the nuclear industry. Removing such
conservatisms can also be expensive in terms of R & D and
analysis.

8. CONCLUSIONS

1. For more frequent accidents (one per 1000 reactor years or
more), economics is limiting. The regulatory could simply
ensure that potential core damaging accidents are identified
through a systematic Probabilistic Safety Assessment. The
numeric value of the safety goals is less important than
their existence, which implies an assessment is indeed done.

2. For very infrequent accidents (<10"(-6) events/yr or so),
the uncertainties on the consequences are more likely
favourable than unfavourable. Although the plants have
substantial resistance to such accidents, any assessment is
for information only and should not be used for safety goal
setting. Safety goals should therefore have an explicit
cutoff on event frequency, say around 10~(-6) to 10"(-7)
events/year, and not require summation of very low frequency
events since it won't influence the design.

3. For events whose frequency falls between these cases,
safety goals are useful in guiding the design. However they
should be explicitly justified in terms of the amount of
money spent to save a life, to avoid misuse of resources.
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